Over a long time period, the rate constants for cycle completions (one-way fluxes) in steady-state biochemical diagrams can be expressed explicitly in terms of the elementary rate constants for transitions between states of the diagram. These cycle rate constants determine the mean one-way fluxes in the diagram and also fluctuations about the means. These properties are confirmed by Monte Carlo computer simulations on special cases. Two other topics are considered briefly: the effect of the starting state or states on the numbers of cycle completions in computer simulation runs; and the more detailed stochastic approach required if individual cycle completions are to be followed (i.e., if the "long time" restriction is removed).
In several biochemical problems, for example, muscle contraction (1) and active transport (2), a certain "central" macromolecule or macromolecular complex can exist in a finite number of discrete states, with possible inverse pairs of transitions between some pairs of states. It is convenient (3) to define first-order rate constants for all of these transitions. We use the rate-constant notation a1j for the transition from state i to state j. The states and rate constants form a "diagram", illustrated in Fig. 1 , which in general contains one or more cycles. The diagram in Fig. 1 has six cycles, for example. In cases of biological interest, there is an ensemble of these macromolecular systems and the rate constants a1j for each system have values that lead to a steady state, rather than to equilibrium, after a transient period, with non-zero net mean flux around some or all of the cycles. These fluxes correspond to net membrane transport, net chemical reaction, etc. In an earlier paper (3) , relations between free energies of macromolecular states and the rate constants aij were emphasized. Also included was an introduction to a stochastic treatment of steady-state cycle kinetics. The present paper is a continuation of this stochastic treatment. The point of view here is essentially "experimental". That is, we report on Monte Carlo computational properties for a few special cases. Our object is, first, to verify the simple theory presented in the previous paper (3) and then to present two new kinds of computational results for systems of this type.
Review of stochastic treatment of cycles
We summarize here the notation and basic ideas already introduced (3) . Imagine that we follow in detail a single system over a long period of time, as it occasionally and instantaneously changes from one state to another of its kinetic diagram, in accordance with the first-order transition probabilities aij 1291 of the diagram. The diagram has cycles labeled a, A, Sy, From time to time, one or another of the cycles is completed.
Over a very long period of time, let Pa+, Pa-, P,s+ up -... be the fraction of completed cycles of type a in direction + (assigned by some convention), etc. The sum of these probabilities is unity. Also, let T be the mean time between cycles. Then the probability of completing any cycle in the infinitesimal interval dt is dt/r, while the probability of completing a cycle of type a+, a-, etc., in dt is pa+dt/T, Pa -dt/T, etc.
Thus, if we denote the first-order rate constants for cycle completions by ka+, kae, etc., we have ka+ = Pa+/T ka-= Pa-/r, etc.
In an ensemble of N equivalent and independent systems (e.g., a membrane sample with N macromolecular carriers), the mean numbers of cycles of each type completed per unit time are Ja+= Nka+, Ja-= Nka-, etc. The net cycle fluxes are then it = N(ka+ -ka-), etc.
[1]
The stochastic cycle properties introduced above may be expressed in terms of the single-transition rate constants a11 of the diagram. Using the diagram method (2), the net fluxes can always be written in the form Ja= N(HJa+ -Ila-) 2 Eq. 2a gives the mean net flux around cycle a. Actually, we can go further and identify NlIa+:a/2 with the mean flux around cycle ca in the + direction (Ja+) by noting that Ja NHa+2a/2 if we let any one of the rate constants in H1 become very small. This is a crucial identification which is not obvious a priori. The argument just mentioned is slightly suspect because the particular rate constant in H_ that is used is also included in 2 (as are all the aij). We shall return to this point below.
Using this result for the one-way fluxes, the cycle rate constants are given explicitly in terms of the aij by ka+ = IIa+2a/2 = Ja+/N, ka-= Ha-2a/y-= Ja-IN, [3] [4] etc. Since the sum of these probabilities is unity, firtrM. In any given example, the ati determine the pi and the Ttr(t). Then using ft -' i/ tr(') and normalization of the ft, theft and Tr are easily found.
"Experimental" verification of stochastic treatment Eqs. 2 for the net fluxes are well-established (2), but Eqs. 3 , for the separate one-way fluxes, need verification. We have done this in special cases by an independent "mean first passage time" type of argument in which the relative probability of completing a given cycle in either direction is calculated. But here we report explicitly on numerical checks.
For this purpose we have used the four examples shown in Fig. 2 , the first three of which are special cases of Fig. 1 while the fourth (Fig. 2d) is the example considered in the previous paper (3).
We have studied Fig. 2a As a further check, differences between experimental cycle numbers of each type in successive runs (1-2, ..* , 9-10) were used rather than deviations from expected means, as above.
That is, the 60 quantities ba+12 = (ra+( ) -ra+(2))/ 0a+l3 4 = (ra+(3) -ra+(4))/oa+t", etc., were calculated. The mean of their absolute values was found to be 1.095. The theoretical mean is 2/r1'/2 = 1.128.
We have analyzed in similar fashion various linear combinations of cycle numbers, such as ra+ -ra, ra+ + rab+ + rabc+, etc., also with the expected results (see Eqs. 7). We omit details since these are not independent data.
Other Examples. Similar results confirming the stochastic treatment above were found for other models. For the model in Fig. 2b (three cycles), one run of 10,000 cycle completions was made. The theoretical number of transitions per cycle In this section we report on an interesting computational property of diagrams that, however, has limited significance for the simulation of experimental behavior. An example: suppose we use (in Fig. 2a ) an "actual record" of, say, 105 states (selected by the random number generator), starting with state 3, and then alter this record merely by adding the two states 12 to the beginning of the sequence (so that there are 100,002 states iD the altered sequence). We could, instead, have added one state, or three, etc. The result of this seemingly trivial change is that the cycle numbers rni obtained (by the procedure described above) from the original actual record represent a significantly different set of fluctuations about the f,,_"' than the r,,+ obtained from the altered actual record. One might have expected that corresponding pairs of rn± values from the two records would differ by zero or perhaps ±-1, 42, etc., but the differences are much larger than this (see Table 3 below). The effect of the two added states on cycle completions and types propagates itself, so to speak, through the entire actual record, producing a quite different pattern of cycle completions. The reader can easily verify this by concocting a more or less realistic sample sequence of, say, 50 states with 5-10 cycle completions.
However, this computational cycle bookkeeping phenomenon is no more than trivially significant for fluctuations in cycle numbers of experimental systems. This follows from the fact that experiments are carried out on a large ensemble of systems (rather than on a single system), with consequent averaging over, among .other.things, all possible starting states and a different sequence of states ("actual record") for each system in the ensemble. Tables 3 and 4 present a particular example (also used in the preceding section), based on Fig. 2b (three cycles, labeled as in Fig. lb) . First, a run of 10,000 cycles, requiring a sequence of 116,266 states, was made from a starting sequence 432 (states labeled as in Fig. la) . Then the same random numbers (and hence the same sequence of states) were used starting with state 2 (i.e., omitting 43), for a total sequence of 116,278 states (i.e., 116,264 plus completion of the last cycle). The two observed sets of cycle numbers rn± are quite different (Table 3 ). The number jal = 0.82 in Table 3 For a large number of uncorrelated differences of this type we would expect (see above) ]Fb = 2/r1/2 = 1.128. We see here, and this is confirmed in the more extensive example below, that there is some degree of correlation between rn±(2) and rn (432), but much less than the virtually complete correlation (F 0) that might have been expected.
Since complete correlation between the two sets of rn± is not found, one might then expect it between the two sets of net cycle numbers rn+ -rn-. The top three rows of Table 4 show that this is not the case, though the degree of correlation increases (1a[ = 0.46 is an average of three values; an t used here follows from Eq. 7b). Individual cycle fluxes (one-way or net) are not observable quantities in multicycle models such as Fig. 2b . Observable fluxes would obviously be associated here with the cycle combinations B b + bc and C = c + bc. Thus, in the next four rows of Table 4 , we try the one-way cycle numbers B+, etc. (Fig. 2a) Rem. a+ abc+ beabc+ abc -1  494  967  717  206  192  103   12  467  198  364  120  182  17  16  81  845  381  94  41  87  123  191  80  415  47  176  13  165  48  449  214  117  12  111  1265  128  8  29  69  12  1  1623  1  191  233  5  1 We have seen that there is a "remainder" (the effective record)-a short sequence of states-after each cycle completion. There are four essential points to be made: (a) after a cycle completion of type c' with remainder r', the probability that the next completed cycle c" will be of any given cycle type depends on r' (but all cycle types are possible after any kind of remainder); (b) the mean time required for completion of c" (counting from c') also depends on r'; (c) the probability that a given type of remainder will occur depends on the kind of cycle being completed and also on the immediately preceding remainder (in fact, each cycle type permits of only certain remainders); and (d) an average over all possible starting states (i.e., over all states in the diagram) is essential because each starting state is necessarily the starting state in all remainders that occur in a given sequence of states (actual record) and thus each starting state has its own and exclusive set of possible remainders.
To recapitulate partially: in the sequence r(remainder)-c(cycle) rcrc ..., each c has a "memory" of the preceding r and each r has a "memory" of the preceding rc. In contrast, the simple (long time) theory at the beginning of this paper includes no memory effect at all. We made a single run of 20,000 cycles that started with state 1 and happened to end with the remainder 1265. The computer recorded (i) the numbers of completed cycles of each type that followed each kind of remainder, and (ii) the number of remainders of each type that followed each kind of cycle. For simplicity in this example, the time was not considered nor did we subdivide the cycle types in (ii) according to the preceding remainder (as must be done in a complete analysis). Table 5 gives illustrative, partial results (six of the twelve cycle types) on (i) while Table 6 presents the data on (ii) (omitting aA, ab 4, and abc4; see above). It is evident from 
